Ultrafast folding and molecular dynamics of a linear hydrophobic β-hairpin.
The first computational study of the folding and dynamics of a hydrophobic β-hairpin containing a central heterochiral diproline segment is reported. Linear hydrophobic sequences containing centrally positioned diproline motifs, heterochiral (DL/LD) and homochiral (LL/DD)), are investigated for their ability to form β-hairpins. Heterochiral diproline motifs (LD/DL) reveal the formation of stable β-hairpins with the backbone adopting β-turn conformation and the formation of backbone hydrogen bonds with antiparallel cross-strand registry, whereas the homochiral diproline (LL/DD) containing sequences tend to adopt PPII helix conformation. The competition between the β-turn formation and the backbone H-bond ladder of the antiparallel β-strands in heterochiral diproline containing sequences is employed to validate the hypothesis that β-turn formation precedes inter-strand registry in the folding of a β-hairpin ("zipper" mechanism). The observation of noncanonical hydrogen bonds leads to a folded β-hairpin-like conformation and points to the existence of relatively stable transition state intermediates, between the unfolded (extended) and folded (β-hairpin) states. The MD simulations are in excellent agreement with the experimental studies on the model system and constitute the very first computational investigation of the folding and dynamics of a completely hydrophobic synthetic β-hairpin containing heterogeneous residues of mixed chirality.